Exercise 4-6

1. Begin a new drawing and construct two or three solid primitives.
2. Select the **NAVSWHEEL** command.
3. Right-click on the wheel to display the shortcut menu. Select the mini **View Object** wheel. Explore the tools in this wheel. Notice how the tools function the same as they do in the full-size wheel. Also notice that the mini wheel does not have the **Center** tool.
4. Right-click on the wheel to display the shortcut menu. Select the mini **Tour Building** wheel. Explore the tools in this wheel. Notice how the tools function the same as they do in the full-size wheel. Also notice how the mini wheel does not have the **Forward** tool, but has the **Walk** tool.
5. Test the **Level Camera**, **Increase Walk Speed**, and **Decrease Walk Speed** options in the steering wheel shortcut menu.
6. Close the drawing without saving.